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A SWOT OF THE HOMEROOM AS AZ ASPECT OF
GUIDANCE IN OR2CON HIGH SCHOOLS

CHAPTM
INTRCOUCTIt24

Ath a steady growth, that will be traced through
three channels leading into this study, guidance in
(;regon. hirh schools has a very important aspeet - the

place of haneroons.

Six Regional Conferences on ruidance, held 1934 to
1936, 'were devoted to the flevelopment of n broader concept

of guidance and to the study of an
guidance.

isegon system of

The need of visitation to observe guidance in

operatior became apparent to the high school principals.
Aley requested the Ingh School _Principals Association to

provide the service of a

:idance director, who might

survey the functioning of the guidatze concept in representative schools in various sections of the state.
Dr. V. V. Caldrell was released for one quarter from
region College of Aucation to make this survey.

Ee

reported that in the places he visited guidance was not
concIdered broadly by nost of the high school teachers.

Another important step was taken in 1939, when
(,regon began the "evaluation of high schools by v.se of

3ooperative :Audies,14)and Oregon schools began to see
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themselves in comparison with schools of other states.

Ame Principals who have discovered the weakness of their
homeroom Program as evaluated by the Cooperative Jtudies
Criteria(14)are asking for sugestions.
'Ile study on guidance in Oregon reported 65) in
the 1939 High Scho-As .::Tincipals Association Conference

stated that only ten per cent or the high schools have any
organized guidance and that few classroom teachers have
narticipated.

?he committee wen continued and asked to

encourage as much investigation as possible on devices or
methods of counseling suited to Om.gon high schools.

In

the 1940 conference R. R. Brand and T. A. Wells, in "The
Functioning of Homeroom Organization in Certain 3chools"
reported an two junior high schools.

The Problem
The pur?ose of this stndy of the "Homerooms as an
Aspect of Guidance in uregon High 3chools" is to present
the oonditions as they oxist and to compare then with
desirable coals as pictured by the leading educators of
the country.

This study is Dartioularily concerned with

the practical activities of the homerooms.
will attempt to answer those questions:

This study
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I. Are the senior rich schools of Oregon organized
in the proper units to capitalize the homeroon
possibilities in the direction of guidance functions

II. What are the needs ct presort as indicated by the
homerooms activities in the programs of the schools
studied?

The first ,Tuestion nay be divided Into the follovilT:

1. How should the group be solected
2. How many should be in a group
3. What is the best tine for meeting?
4,

is the con:ection be-U/9,0n this unit and a

broad activity program
The last question leads into the activities of the
homeroom groupings, in the study of the second :)hase,
"What are the needs of the present timeY ' This question
divides into the following phases:

1. Row does the homeroom organization fit into guidance

2. What is the connection botucon home visiting and
homeroom organization:

Significance of 3tudy
1,or the administrators, one significant thing in
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this study is that it represents viewpoints of the homeroom teachers themselves.

For the teachers there are

reports of others to inspire individual research.
There is apparent corroboration with the studies
made by the principals, in that teachers have not been
much interested, in guidance.

In the evaluation of Oregon

hV7h schools, the section on homerooms has aroused a
consciousness of need, and an interest in knowing what
other states are doing.

This is at least mrt of the

answer,

...mope of the Study

The high schools having five or more teachers are
included in this study.

There are 120 in Oregon.

The

Portland high Schools are omitted from this survey because they have a particular system of "visiting teachers"
specially adapted to a large eity.(31)

Part of the value of this study nay be indicated

by this quotation from one of the letters received in this
study

rar

a guidance director in a union high school

which does not have homerooms:

Two of the most serious nroblomm that confront
us are the development of a sympathetic attitude
among teachers and the rearrangement of schedules
to provide time for a more individmilsed type of
instruction and counseling. These have been re-
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eraphasized under the growinr philosophy that
guidance is the function of every teacher.

Procedure of the Study

As the ground work for the survey of the homerooms
as an aspect of guidance in Oregon high schools, the
writer intorviowec. administrators and teachers at state

and county conventions, institutes and conferences.

A

large number expressed an interest it this aspect of
ruidance and a dissatisfaction with the present apparent

trend merely to use the homeroom as a roll room, or a
study hall.

The preliminary survey was made by sending a reply

card to each of the hieh schools havin- five or more
teachers, asking how nany homeroons .hey had in order to
send each homeroom teacher the questionnaire, and inviting any principal interested to write a letter concerninr
his particular homeroom problems.

Fourteen such letters

were received.
,Juestionnaires were sent to%5 homeroom teachers

in forty-seven schools. A letter was sent to the princiPals of the schools. In some schools each homeroamismaler

filled out a blank; some schools sent a composite re-)ort.
Consideration has been riven to this fact in the analyses
..1160011111.1107*410111100.
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Letter in the writer's files.

6
of the data of the study.

To those who answered that

they have found nothing in homerooms, but a waste of
time, Cox says:

It is a revealing statement. In a sense it
is analocous to saying, 'Oh yes, we tried the
syrnhony idea. We wrote some music and played
it but it sounds terrible. lie we know that
symphonic music is imossible,' But it is not
impossible tor others to have composed and
directe r:ood synphanies; and there are enough
homerooms to show what can be done with this
different but comparable nediura,
(16:236)
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CHAPTat II

PREVIOUS STUDIES
After a review of the historical develolment of
homerooms in three aspects uncle p the topic "General
Studies,- the phases of activities treated in recent
literature touching the various phases of guidance will
be reviewed under the heading "Specific Studios in Related
Phases."

This latter section is in throc divisions; (1)

studies that sliow how the homerooms meets the needs of

individuals* (2) those that show how a particular school's
needs are net, and (3) reasons for failure of homerooms.
General .;tudien

The aspects of homerooms dealt with in this phase

include organization, home visiting, and activities

con

cerninr guidance. An historioal survey of these phases
will be made briefly, with mention of the steps in the
development of each.

Audios in homerooms
The study of _efauver and Scott (40) in 336 high
schools, renrinto0 from Teachers College :efeord on the
-Homeroom in the Administration of Secondary Schools,

E

reportel in 1930 that literature treating the subject
meager.

':rls

They tabulated the Practices in junior and

senior, both four -yeas and six-year hipt schools. Their

inferences and evident possibilities in homerooms facilitated the /ell:Inc of a euestionnaire for Oregon honeroomz.

Marry Swurm's study of 1;ashincton schools covered

especially the ratters of erranizatior and admiristration.

says:

The writer feels that the rain objective of
the homeroom should be guidance* that a "elan
should be worked out in which there %eluld be
cooperation among the personnel of the guidance
department, the director, counselors, and class
advisers, the class room teachers, and the
Lo: eronr sponsors. Each can and should make
a contribution of the wor:-Ine out of the
problems of the students.
(r,OW)
The increasing amount of literature on

subject

as well as the content of those articles indicates an
ircreacine use of the homeroom piens

A recent study evaluatine the homeroon period is
described in April, 1940, High Point magazine.
Some time ago, Dr. Gabriel R. {Cason, Principal
of Abraham Lincoln High School, Brooklyn,
appointed a committee to evaluate the homeroom
period as an instrument of educational Practice
and to draw up a set of suceestions for teachers.
In order to obtain full benefit of the wide and
varied experiences of the many horeroon teechers,
informal meetinfs were arranged with them, at
rhich honest and forth right opinions and
suggestions were given.
After many menthe of careful study, the con-
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mittee arrived at the conclusion that the
homeroom period is a sound edecational
procedure and is in accordance with modern
progressive educational practice.
(77:26)
It in coming more and more to be considered the
reseonsibility of all teachers to function in guidance.

Rosecrance says that in the traditional secondary schools
guidance tasks are more likely to be discharged, if at
ell, by homerooy:i teachers.

He statea:

Recent studies have shoun that by far the
most common va of drawing all teachers into
guidance work was an croup advisers in the
homeroom, rollroom, and session room. The
importance of homeroom teachers for guidance,
then, cannot be ignored
.
They see what it is fashionable to term
'whole
tend to
restore the lost personal touch caused by
excessive departmentalization. They become,
in fact, 'school parents' of the children.
(73:271)

Burns claims that checking attendance and discie
plinary control are becomine only incidental in the home.

room setup in modern homerooms, and that euidance proems*
have been successful in several schools.

Ile says:

A guidance program with early ideals, under
the leadership of interestfl, creative teachers,
is being successfully carried out according to
some research made in several schools throughout the country.
(12:195)

For correlating and connecting the interests of
teachers, punils, school, parents, and community, the
homerOam is the agency.

Roamer says:
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Through the homerooms closer contact with
the homes is mainteined; school and social
courtesies are fostered; individual and
group initiatives are stimulated; self and
school pride are maintained; and health and
thrift, and other habits of good citizenship are lived.
The homeroom is, in fact, a moans of contact
connecting and correlatinr the intereets of
teacher, pupil, school, parent, and cc -unity,
and fostering a broader view of the 7)rivileges,
duties, and responsibilities of an intelligent
citizenry.
(71114)

With a minimum of pupil organization, yet providine
for everyone a part in the activities threueh committees,
individual needs are met.

Wilkins aays:

The hope room must be hame7-oom and nothlng
else. It cannot be
period of odds and ends,
nor a place of announcemente and administrative
details. There should. be another period for
these things. The homeroom should be at least
thirty minutes long, and should meet no less
than once a meth'.

This room period should be largely for
guidance. A few group projects, such es safety,
may be taught, but in general, if material is
considered important enough to be taught to
everyone, then it should be put in the curriculum. (84:357)
Homer oome that have no tie-in with the homes their

membership comes from, cannot be homerooms to the child.

There he must find understanding and cooperation, not mere
reeimontation,

It should be more than merely a place to

check once a day.

Much lose of time and effort would be

saved if the homeroom teacher trieel to find lust whore
to

begin with each member of his group.

As guidance needs
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are individualistic* a very intinate knowledge of each
individual is necessary.

In res-)ect to current interest

in decentralizing ruidance by homeroom sponsors acting as
guidance officers, YeKown wrote in the preface to his
'Tome Roan Guidance,'

Proof of the current interest in the honeroom
is to be fours' in the extent to which discussion
of it included in professional meetings and
conferences of all kinds.; the number of investigations being ode of it; the amount of s?ace
in professional magazines being devoted to it;
and the nrovision now being made for its inclusion
in nearly all schools. (54:vii)
On reviewing the literature since MeKown's book was
written finds the same acceleration of interest indicated
by the space riven the subject in the professional magazines.

The nest recent writing on homeroamn deals ,rith

plans for ilctivities and ways and means of making the most

out of the organization.

In 1934 UtKown(54)said that nnny

small schools have adopted the homeroom plan for the
entire school.

Alma Spence(Min 1937 in her study of guidance in
Oregon high schools reported six schools using homerooms
in their guidance nrogrann.
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Studies in Home Visiting
The home visiting movement began as a settlement

activity in 1906 in two eastern cities64)carried on by
parents' associations, women's clubs, and groups of (flubs.

Later the novament was taken over by school boards.
Rochester, in 1913, was the first place In which the board
of education was responsible for its inception.(23)

The

early work, strictly me case work, centered around trying
to find the causes for absence or other delinquencies.(75)
By 1919 seventy-five per cent of towns having this activity
had it under the school board.
work."

This is called "preventive

By 1930 rural children tore being given more

consideration.

Benedict says:

A change is rapidly coming into the school's
attitude on this question. There is a growing
appreciation of the great influence a child's
out-of-school life has on his behavior in the
school. The school is realizing that the child
has not two personalities, a "home personality'`
and a "school personality," and that he does
not shed his "home personality" somewhere on
the road ay:d emerge a "scholar, ° a child with
a school side only, unaffected by what has
happened at home.
Thus the school has decided that it nowt
broaden its work, that it must go back over
all those winding roads and clattering streets,
must become acquainted with parents, broters,
sisters, and friends of the children.
(8:15)
Thus the social worker and the teacher became one
and was given the title, "visiting teacher."
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In 1917 when vocational education began coordinating
school work with actual life situations, home visiting wee

brought into the picture of secondary eamation.
The concept of the visiting teacher has changed
through several stages.

Yirst, she was considered the one

vise enough to solve social problems of children. Then she
was expected to go a step further and prevent "delinquency:
Later this visiting teacher was supposed to plan all school
work in the light of all the knowledge about the home, for
all children, even. those not appearing as "problems."

magnitude of this work is apparent.

The

With no one person

being able to do all this, it is being recently delegated
to homeroom teachers.

According to the most recent liter-

ature, homeroom teachers are doing more home visiting.

ln

the beginning, it is usually voluntary.

In national Zducation Association Journal, (1941)

i.

S. Parer, it -Every

eacher a Visiting `leacher," says:

For more than ter. years Manitowoc teachers
have visited in the homes of the school children.
In the beginning the plan was on a voluntary
basis, and all calls were made outside reeular
school hours. Gradually the evidence accumulated
over the years Proving the values of these home
visits. -.ore and more teachers participated on
a voluntary basis until all teachers wee making
calls at the homes of some of their children and
a majority of the teachers were visiting in the
homes of most of the children
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Upon the realization of the need of more concerted
action, the visiting vas organized.

Pater thought the

discussion in social and business circles stimulated
genuine interest in the community's school when 150
teachers were aniline in the homes of all the children.

The detail of Boner's report, as well as his comments on the gains, are particularily pertinent at this
point in this study.

He continues:

Making the calls early in the school year
rives the child and the teacher the advantage
of profiting early from the ueelerstandinge these
cells make possible
eupplementary
visits are made as needed during the school
year. in the junior and. senior high schools
teacher hone cells are organized by hours. In
these eases it is necessary for the teechcen
fee study carefully the emulative records of
the children and consult each child's teacher
before raking the call.
The average number of cello is thirty.
Sane teachers complete the calls between the
hours of two to five on the six afternoons
the schools are closed early. ('there need ade
ditional tine. ,eome cells have been nade at
nicht for the convenience of both teacher and
Parent.
The records show positive rclationehin,
The child gets little support for his antiteacher and anti-school attitude when the
Parents have had the opportunity to meet the
teacher and discuss the problems infernally
in the child's home, The elild Bets the aid
of the parents who understand the modern
school procedure be ,ter because of these
hone visits. The child profits froe the more
sympathetic and understandinr attitude of
the teacher because the teacher has learned
much through the teem visits that make it
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possible for her better to interpret the child
and modify the school environment, including
the child's Drogram of study, to more nearly
fit his needs.
The teacher gains in reduced Problems and
in reduced parent misunderstandings. Less time
is needed after school to work with children
whose malalustment formerly prevented normal
aehievenent during the regular class periods.
Less tine is scent in defending before school
administrators practices the teacher resorted
to in cases of unsymmathetic and ramonstrating
parents. Because the problems are fe7:Ter, the
teacher gains immeaserably in ',,)hysical and
mental health.
(9:4)
Studies in Guidance
In this connection, only the steps ta):en by Oregon
high schools will be mentioned, as the guidance movement
in general has been discussed by those who have written
on the other phases.

According to the report of the (Jregon Ugh School
szincipals Association in 1930, a questionnaire was mailed

to schools having four teachers or more.

f 135 question-

naires 7ailed out, 106, or about SO per cent, answeret'.

This study was general and was concerned chiefly with forms
for obtaining and recording data.

)rily 28 of the 160 even

elairne'i to have forms; 12 submitted the requested forms.

Only five of these gave any evidence of interest in the

factors other than barest essentials in records.
four per cent elaime

Thirty-

to take into consideration home
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conditions 'hen courses were planned.

The plan suggested

in this study was to have advisors or co=selors in the

ratio of one teacher to fifty students.

Point ter of the

1930 renort seys:
It is the co',Inseloris business to know where
the nu nil lives and to check up on his hone life.
(65:5)

This is a hint at home visiting.

mnent corrittee wa

In 1934 a per-

created, but still the focal attention

in guidance was vocational, and the work of this committee

consisted of directing students in their choices of

schools in the tate System of hither Education.
Six regional conferences on guidance held during
1934-35 and 1935-36, attende

by principals, supervisors,

deans of girls, and instructors

(

of vocational subjects

mainly) were devoted to the development of the nature of
guidance as a broad educational concept and to a study of
how guidance could function in the several schools of
Oregon.

The need of visitation to observe the guidance

work in operation beeame apparent to high school principals who requested this service through the Guidance Committee of the High School Principals Association which
had been operating with the counseling service committee,
Accordingly, the services of the Guidance Director wore

made available to the high schools for this work and to
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survey the functioning of the guidance concept in more

or less representative schools in various sections of
the state.

Peeause of the brief report of the High School
Princinals Association concerning Caldweills work and the
importance of this stop in stressing the broader concept
of guidance and the importance of every teacher, a fuller
report of his work hae, been obtained by an interview

him. In the forty high schools ho visited, he spent fron
one-half to one day at each school to determine not only
the guidance work in operation, but also the problems en-

countere

in schools ranging from fifty pupils to the

larger high schools of the state. In nearly every school,
arrangements were made by the principal for the Director
to speak at the faculty meetings.

acre the guidance re-

sponsibility of every teacher was stressed and the guidance noint of view outlined. In many places an opportunity

was afforded to meet with and to speak to lay groups, such
as, larent A:acher Associations, service organizations,

and chambers of enenerce, to present the chancinr
responsibility of the teachers. In some eases county
groups of
principals and teachers made plans durirtr the time he
spent in their regions.

l*'.rough the individual confer-

ences with principals, counselors, and teachers,
some

1`
help vas given in making guidance specific to the classroom work.

In 1939, the same year the evaluation of hi eh

schools began by use of the "Cooperative Studies Criteria;

a study was made by the High School Srincinals Association
calling for information on guidance from all the hi .h
schools of the state.

A sixty per cent return showed that

only ton 'qtr cent of Orepon hish schools have any orran-

izod ruidanee srosrams.

The report further shows that

responsibility seems limited to princisals and deans, that
few classroom teachers have participated, and that occu-

sationsl or vocational guidance has received major interest
and attention.

The IS?39 conference of the High School

Srincipals Association mentions haseroons as one possibility of eouneeling oreanisetion.

soseitt. o recommended

that the State Department of Education print guidance

manuals and establish Jtself actively as a central clearing house for guidance materials and olds, and that the
committee be continued. to 1940 to investigate further the

possibilities of a suidance srogram in ; :he secondary
schools of Oregon.

In the report of the twelfth annual Secondsry School
Psincisais, Associstion,(65)the principals of Roseburg

Junior High School and Corvallis Junior High School re-
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ported on their own homerooms in Whoa Functioning of Homeroom Organizations in Certa17: Johools."

This report to

the October, 1940, conference is included in the report
of the 12th ,,:nnual Secondary -ehool

pages 57 to 60.

Conference,

R. Brand, from Roseburg, outlined the

history of their exnerience, present organization,

purposes or functions, activities of homeroom groups,
relation of homerooms to other phases of school program,
and problems relating to homerom organization.

T. A.

of Corvallis, discussed the use of the first ten

minutes of the forty-minute homeroom period, when the
daily
bulletin frog the office is read end

discusses

.

Specific Studies in Related -hoses

Recent literature on abases of homeroom activities
shows that both Lndividual needs and school needs, of
various types, are adequately met.

Same suggest°, home-

room aims are
I. Administrative
1) To provide an agency to handle much of the
routine work of the school, as class business, announcements, and sale of tickets.
2) To become acquainted with the .oupil and
learn his family history.
11. Social and integrating
(1) To create inspiration of ideals such as
respect for 7lublic property, teachers,
and high school standards.
(2) To provide a mediurt for the develop nt of
citizenship, sportsmanship, loyalty, thrift,
cooperation, safety education, and literary
training.
(31:62.
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Meeting Individusl 'reeds

If individual needs are met, there must be pupil

participation in homeroom management, both to furnish
the
informal cooperative group experiences especially needed

for those net in other activities, and to offer a clearing house for cooperative participation in school
affairs.
PartIcipation includes planning and evaluating ho' eroem
programs as in handling the activities themselves.

Long,

in "Pupil Participation in Guidance," says:
Within the student councils lie the means
for the initiation, maduct, and evaluation
of homeroom programs. It is not too much to
ask children what they need and haw they should
go about satisfying this need. It is not to be
expected that because pupils have suggested
topics they will be able immediately to plan
and to conduct the homeroom discussions. They
will need painstaking guidance until they are
able to handle the materials in their own way.
This can well be the combine. effort of the
council adviser and chairnan of the guidance
program.
(51:25)
Briefly, Long's plan is this: three members chosen
from the council eror with the council
advisers and he

°Mire= of guidance, preparing the lessons
and planning
the discussions to be held in the council.

takes

he form of practice lessons.

This sometimes

Then each member of

the council reports back to his homeroom.

lie, coming

with his homeroom teacher, ma :es
ansignments.

After the

21

holicrooe dincussione, the council umber reports back the
homcreom reactions

eny difficulties that may have

arisen.

Fretwell, in his book on extre-curricular activities, says tint the agency of pupil particieation in

government is the homeeoam and that hero the nbility to
be self-directive is ,.!_eveloped in whatever neasure it ire

attained.

It is a very real question as o how long
any form of government anong adults no natter
how wisely planned oars endure if half of tale
people accept their resnonsibillty as lightly
that they
not cast their votes. The homeroom
organization is the core of the idea of Pupil
participation in government. It is here, so far
as the school is effective .that the ability to
be self-directive, in ehLtevee de: free it is
attained, is developed.
(2":239)
In another place he out? Inca a mod Plan for student

goverment as follows:
Self-direction in the homeroom can come 2s a
re elt of managing its own affairs an sending
ropresentives from this small group to the larger
grouP, or groups, and these representatives re.
comendetions of the lareor groups. Decisions
handed do in from a few pupil leaders may be
absolutely right :lecieions, but unless the pupils
as a whole have had a real part in making those
decisions, they have had no real ohs:nee eo
educata themselves to the point where they can
live by them.
(27:32;
The forum is ano%her innovation in group guidance
that meets the individual needs of homerooms.

Wilkins, in

"Guidance in the Homerooms," suggests the following seven
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devices to help the child solve his rte. n problems.

1, issk each pupil ts write some topics or sujeets
he is nest interested in and s..old 11:.e to
learn more elves.
2. Pee. ;re lists of words such as school, teacher,

=sic, sports, boos reading, mar, bras her*
home, church, sister, discipline, etc. This
list can be extesdeif to include most of the
terns,

7:11sh nistt .shas cospleses or irtoler-

sLe, Me pupils are asked to check those stich
at firet sight cause may unpleasant reaction.
The results will help locate points where the
pupils may be hslpe
3. nave a question box ors pspilz may drop
notes asking that c,rtain questions be answered
cs- topics discussed* Do not require the students
to sien th.C_r names*
4. Nftcousage 08011 pupil to choose a topic and

prerslre to lead n diecusn'as it.
5. Give sane of the better tests os attitude,
achievement an personality. Discuss the rsults
of ts:les,3 tests, and ways of isserovssent.

6.

..sise questions on social behavior, persosality,

courtship, he life, choice of companions,
entertstnment and desionstrste such thins as
proper introductions, etc.
7. Arrange for outings, parties, and social
cathertngs.
Let us teachers try to help the child solve
his problems. Charts in which the individual
traits are graded by the pupil have been used
with good ress.lts.
M:351)

Tn forums these in a vide range of possibilities
of an educational nature such as praeticc in ethical and
moral relations, training in sanners and courtesy, selection of vocations, and training ''er citizenship in

democrecy,

Ball says:

An innovation that promises to pay dividends
the psoterres
to the pupil an to the ems, :unity

is
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of the haneroon forums recently introduced in
the high schools of Gloucester City, New jersey.
(67:54)

They began the experiment in the soPhmore year at
first in the short period before the first clasp.

Later

the reeular period res requested by the committee of homeroom teachers which formulated the scheme.

continues

ne rename
Technics employee in the manner of presenting
the forums are varied.
_Imre are talks by the teachers* reeorts by the
pupils, round ten,: discussions, and the usual
forum. General discussion is frequent, idely
used are the questionnaire and the survey whIch
brine to the attention of the faculty 'etch
immoetant termintion. (33:15)
topics and conduct .t2

There is aleaye the question of individual differences and need s! which face the hemeroon teacher,

It is

esoentiel that soee method be devised to meet the needs
of iedividuels.

On this point Mary I.. Connor says:

Po other single force in the homeroon is so
potent on the individual child as the specie'
committee.
. There is no greeter oeportunity
for an alert teceeer to observe and etuee the
individual child, no greater opportunity for
the child to develop into an enthusiastic and
intelligent citizen, and no greater opportunity
to produce a happy, who1eaore atmoephere which
permeates the{ school than is found in the hameroee where acivities are elanned so that every
individual, reeardless of his ability, is
encovraged to nahe his contribution.
(13:363)
She enlarges or the wor

of several committees that

nay be fit tee to a particular school's needs.

Some she

named are seurce,safety, attendance, health, scholarship, and citizenship.

Others have written on the work of co:. dttce17.
Ross names the folio-J.71w::

1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16,
17.
11,

19.

Scho1arshi> Impovemont
Sanitation
Discipline
Thrift
Welfare
Publicity
Whnners and Conduct
Health Inspection
Traffic
Class Excursions
Attendance and Publicity
Current Events
-thletics, Class, and School
Clothing Lockers
Social :-rocravm
Citizenship
Art atd Decorations
}Tome Cork and Book Inspection
Good Speech
(74:48)
Varied School needs

In particular plans for meeting varied needs, the
first suggestion is to start with the conditions that
obtain at present.

In general, the idea is to enlarge

troon or eliminate as experience sham such to be expedient.

1,axweil and Kilzer say:
To bore o'.

a rc,ady-,nade honero,:lm plan nay be

as disastrous as to borror a pro
.m of studies
or the currieultn, of anothee sehool system
without making proper adjustments to fit local
coLditiens.
It is wise to begin the homeroom 'lam on a
limited :cake and to make additions arel e1tz 1-
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nations of certain features from tire to tine on
the basis of experieece gained in the loaal high
school.
(52:197)
Ir building to existing conditiots, certain routine

matters will direct tee progrem.

Ross mentions the follow-

Administrative routine matters as minutes of
meetings, reports, drives, news of the school
.
campaims
educational activities include
health improvement, citizen development, guidance program, character training, scholarship
leprovenent.
(74:46)
Re further enlarges on keening a flexible program
but suggests the foleowine detail:
Since much depends on existing conditions
within e school or claesrom and on the teacher's
ingenuity, the school committee should plan in
detail topics suggestee above. There is no
desirp to aueeent a rigid program for use by
all.
Deteile outline follows on sugeest& topics
es, cooperation of the school and home, conduct
in school, home, classroom aetivities as exhibits
or deeoratiens, social adjumtments, opportuniies for service, what I expect from feiends
eed vele t I am preparee to give, school activities
of every kind, and personal growth. (74:47)
Throwing full responsibility on the comnittee has
proved helpful in fit',Ing prograes to the peelod.

Knowing

what others have done to ensure the
eraeraes* fitting the
period should be helpfu% MeKown tells of a eractical
object lea eon that helped prevent "short"
pro ears as

fellers:

A program wee complete fifteen
before the end of the period. elth
smile and an apologetic marner the
said to the seonsor,"That's all we

minetes
a silly
chairman
have."
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The eponsor took charge of the eeetirg and mid,
"All rient, ire have fifteen nieutes left so
we'll just sit." She very properly vould not
allow the nenbers to etude their lessors,
visit, or do anything but Net "sit." so they
sat for the entire fifteen ninutes, doing
nothing, and this wms probably the longest
fifteen riinutcs that any of them had ever
spent in that manner. The reader can imeeine
whet happened to the members of the nroerem
committee res ponsible for that program rten
the neet ire adjourned. The =kindle' told
the author, a year later. that this room
thereafter had the best programs in the whole
school., The reason is clear: the president,
the eponsor, and the roan insisted that the
committee be effeeient and accept full reslonsibilite for tits period of.the program
and not for a cart, of it only and then throw
the respeneibility for the use of the remainder on the president or spoon:3er.
(54:131)
To understand riehtly one -eeristien in the study,

the use of books directing activity, aie should :mow that
there are not only many bool.:s for the students themselves

are available.

-Ximin says:

Within the past five or six years, there have
appeared rany smaller boeks, written for the boys
and girls theeeolves, dealine with various
phases of livitc that are usually represented
in the homeroom guidance field* These hamcrom
librarl_en, usually accupyine only a s'eelf or
two, are open to the pupils at all times. The
little rod tepe ettaehed to borrowing and returning -he books eme.ereees exneinatior erd
recrane. Purthernore, rany of these books are
used defiriteYy for refereree in conneetier
with rerular hameroce lessons and activities*
(57:215)

diseussiors in relation tc school tolics is
another 'ay perticular situations cif particular schools
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have been met.

une school in Los Angles used general

topics for discussion.

The report on this school says:

The discussions dealt with such topics as
"Setting Our Standards in School Loyalty;'
"Setting Our Standards in Scholarship ;" "Setting Our Standards in school 2opiticer
"Setting Our Standards in Cenerosity;" and
"Setting Cur Standards in lionestyr These
topics were timed in relation to the school
program, scholarship being discussed when
retort cards were due, generosity at the
tire of the Christmas charity drive, and
politics at the time of the studt,nt body
election.
(12:195)

Another report discussing fitting the Program
around school events and programming definitely yet flexible enough to fit with other classes is given by :"urns:
elections are held at the end of, the second
week. -;he third week is user for the study of
school traditions. ,Atizens are as1',:e, to come
in to give some of the traditions of the school.
Fourth seeks they study the rules and regulations of the school; fifth, patriotism; sixth,
thrift; seventh and eighth, health.
After all homerooms narticipate in these
general studies, the courses divide. le tenth
grade program included; "How to Study," and the
study of cartoons, current literature and art
appreciation; the eleventh grade gives seven
reeks to scientific developments, in which the
science departmert presents experinents, discussions, and demonstrations. Then five reeks
are given to "Appropriate Dress and Behavior,"
another five reeks to "Budgetinr and llome Manarenent." The twelfth grade studies "Ethics in
Business and Professional Life." Leaders in
the connunity cone in to discuss ethics. "he
last five reeks are used for study, "Why go to
College?" .luestions are asked on college costs,
Practices, curricula, and college standards.
(12:196)

2e

Fittinc sOlools thnt have a hnmeroom period every
day, other clubs nir7ht be given part of this time and home-

room periods follm some such plan an another school that
Burns reclorts on.

in this same report fror, selected

schools, :turns tells about the Junior i7.1f-11 :ichrol of Ponca

City, Oklahona, with a homeroom period each afternoon
between one and one-thirty o'clock, as follows:

ArTanrement by days: Monday, homeroom; Tuesday,
clubs; ,:;ednesdey, intra-curals, homeroom business,
and progrmm nratticingf Thursday and Yriday,
assembly or homeroom. Topics discussed in the
homeroom Include: "Adventures in Tolerance,"
ftClharn,"(girls), "Determininr Your ilvice
"Bobbies," "Introductions,- ftiTunior Ittiquette,'
"Making the Vast of ';hat You Have,1 "Personal
(12 :1%)
Appcarance,"(boys), fmd "Table Nanno:s.In any high schools of orer:on to fit the various

schools the best place to bein, in the estimation of th.e
writer, in in the activity period that many schools already
have, uslur one period a wiee3: of a length best suited to

the class schedule.
Duplication must be guarde(: against in all phases of

guidanee, not only beeaums of loss of time and effort but
because of misunderstardin

that nay thouchtlersly grow.

zr:ys:

lite program should not duplicate mar% that in
being, or should be, done elsewhere in the school.
certain types of prorram na'rial, for instance,
phases of educational, social, nersonal, and
school citizenship ,!.uidances quite -rnnerly belong.
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in the homeroom; but certain other typos, for
instance, phases of health, recreational,
citizenship, and vocational ruldance, lust as
properly belong elsewhere.
duplication of
class rex.: material by the homeroor: is not
only uncomplimentary to those classes or departments whose work is being duplicated but
is probably a loss of time and effesrt that
shout; 1 be devoted to the homeroom's own responsibilities. 04025)
Obviously, if duplication is to be avoided, a care-

ful study of thc particular school must be made. This
includes definitely trying to fit the time allotted.
Not only the nature of the naterial use
amount must fit the system in whi h it is

but the

Mc own

says:

The homeroor program rill have to be planned
very 6eflnitoly, to fit a particular period.
TIAs is especially i7 portent in the schools in
which study and other activities are not allowed
In the homeroom period, in ease the prIcZnmm
fails completely to fill the period. If the
program is too long, probably little can be
done about it axcept to cut it _.11er. the neetinr
closes and perhaps schedule the oe=itted or
ineanpieted parts for the next neeting. If the
program is too short, good use may be made of
"reserve.' metert.a. On the whole, 7:fhile there
may be ,,any occasions when the program will
not fit the period accurately, yet there should
be little excuse for a progrmm's being very
much too short.
(54;131)
Recent literature Indicates that th:: trend is to
have one meeting a week with the group divided as they
are for courses.
lag,

Ihere are .evime exceptions to this croup-

Cake plan reported in the American School Loard
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Iournal,

Schools

The Fanily Type Homeroom for Six Year lieh
had been succeenful for three years.

are omitted from the reeular or

to seniors

but otherwise

all the classes were divided and there WELD a definite

attempt to get the roome equalized as much ao possible
in scholarshie, behavior, activities, entl not to have too

many peeele of one kind or are in ae7 one erouP.

Er.

Jantz oevocatee fifteen-minute periods every day with the
followir- list of traieal activities:
1. To study ways of raisin e scholarshie.
2. To keee the room neat and :,he erocedure of the
homeroom orderly.
3.. To study and practice thrift.
To review the opeortunitiez of the hi eh school.
5. To eive practice in earliamentary peocedure.
6. To help homeroom members who are absent or
7. To devise weyr and rears of "boosting" the
school,
To make opportunities for the enjoyment of
cultural subjeets, such as zusic, art, etc.
9, To study problems of eolttenese, manners, and
conduct,

10. To study roans of improving atandance ate
eunctuality.
11. '2o provide for the observance of 73pcial days,
such as Washington's Birthday,
12. To hold honeroom parties.
13. to 7ke provisions for jrh = entertainment and
directing of pests comine to the school.
1. To Provide the foundation and fundanental
organizatior for the democratic and representative organization of the student body.
15. To provide for etneencements, dietribution
of school papers, etc.
eive onortunities for in,Avidual guidance
16.
by the homeroom teachers anti older students.
17. To give oeporturl_ties for reeistration and
other organizational activities.
To erovide opportunities for the discussion
and study of subjects which are not beedled
(36:23)
in regular elasses.
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Ee advocates this family type plan for six-year
high schools because it clves the older students a chance
to be leaders and provides =Ilicker orientation for the
beginners.

One activity, number 8, mentioned. by Jantz(36) is

also reporte

by Dawes,(18) who tells how the music or

the school is worke out through the homeroom progran.

In

arguinr7. for music to be tat ht through homerooms Dawes
Says:

The homeroom teacher brings to the child a
and works toward
complete 'c-usioal experience
the technical details, rhere as the musician
begins with the technical details and ors
toward the professional artistic finish. Moreover, the homeroom teacher is familiar with
the general interests of the children and in
most of the classrooms makes a definite effort
to vitalize the musieal experience by relating
it in some way to the children's immediate
interests.
(18:35)

Number twelve, mentioned by Jantz(36) is also reported by zoos and Kefauver(46) who stress the importance
of the honeroon as the Place the social and guidance
programs joins

They say:

,:he homeroom is an important part of the
internal structure of the school where the
social program and the guidance -program loin.
Matters of discipline and social conduct of
individual students come in for attention and
multifarious features of more or less system
atized social life in the school are fostered
in the homerooms
(46:558)
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Reasons for Dailure

Another suject discussed in recent literature is
the reasons for failure.

Because the homerom is a bene-

fit to administration, it has sometimes been misused.
Sometimes the Period has been too short, sometimes the
teacher has not stayed in the background with the 7oal
being to help the :pupil himsLlf.

Ross gives some reasons

for failure of the homeroom period:
(1) the homeroom period rns too short for
effective work; (2) Undue freedom of program.

Then he tells how to realize the nost frog

tie period:

The aims and purposes to be kept in mind to
realize the Dullest responsibilities of this
period are:
(1) Make wininistrative routine educational
through use of pupil aid.
(2) Homeroom activities should be programmed
in the official rooms with the official teacher

in charm,
(3) Stress should be laid on the importance
of the teachers as (lade and sympathetic helper.
The teacher's goal shoulii be to help the pupils
help themselves.
(74:46)
Sometimes abuse and misuse will nnr the most it

and helpful experience in the school life of the child.

Wilkins says that if the horeroon Is in disrepute it is
because of abuse.

He explains the importanee of the home-

roo171 as followm:

Under the proper conditions the homeroam
can be one of the most important and helpful
experiences in the school life of the child.
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;:here the home is below standard, the homeroom
may be the only brii7ht spot in the child's
life. The homeroom is the cild's school-hone,
where the pupil teacher relationship should be
one of trust and rood will. ( 4:88)

Moon(59) describee one school where the homeroom
program had not succeeded at first.

After two years the

teachers decided to study the natter at suer school to
try to find Aet was v,Tong.

If it had succoede

other

places they were determined to find the cause of their
failure.

The first thing they found out was that probably

they had e.loected too much in too short a time, and that

their meetings had been too short and too frequent. After
obtaining' some books by authorities on the subject and

beconing a little :ore fardliar with the our ores of homeroom organization, they democraticelly thrashed out same
correct administrative procedures.

In these faculty meetings, they decided that the
purpose of homerooms was to establish closer understanding
and more sympathetic relationships between the teacher and
the pupil.

To worl: out this aim they

decided to use three

devices, individual conferences, home visiting, and inter-

estinr educational propram.
There were seventeen teachers in this school of 550
students.

Dividing this into sixteen honerooms with thirty

to thirty-five members, one teacher was left as a homeroom
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director, whose task was to supply sugr.ested programs for
the homerooms to use to supplement those suggested by the
students.

floon observed that,

After three months in the third year of our
experiment we believe we have a successful start
to a successful homeroom program.
would be
glad to answer questions concerninc our setup
or help start a nev,ono.
Inch homeroom adviser visits the home of all
his homeroom members. This needs little comment,
except that It was decide ,1 by the teachers themselves. Teachers see the value of such opportunity to make friends and render their job more
secure as well as know their homeroom members.
(59:188)

Swry
Previous studies have been briefly traced from the
early beginnings to the present time in the three phases;
homeroom, home visiting, and ruidanee in Oregon.

he

recent literature touching the three aspects: individual
needs, particular school needs, and causes of failure of
homerooms
reviewed.
Although the separate phases of rmidance is educational, moral, recreational, personal, social, vocational,
and physical they have riot been zIentioned specially in

these studies, these aspects have been apnarent and will
appear in the study of homerooms in Oregon high schools.
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MARS III
TYE STUD).-

General ?rocedure
In the preliLlinory interviews with teachers and

administrators at the state and county conventions, there
seamed to be a misunderstanding or disagreement about the

neaning of "honeroon."

Following the leads sugrested by

same of the interviews, a questionnaire for teachers of
homerooms was prepared.

The questionnaire

sent to

ten schools early in the fall of 1940 so that at the fall
teachers' institnte these teachers and printinals could
be interviewed concerning their reactions to the questionnaire, especially, and the study of honeroorns generally.
It appeared that most grnupings are by grade thus the item,
"Circle the method of selections in homeroom groupings:
age, sex, grade, alphabetical, georrephical, intelligence,
random, course, student choice of counselor,

was unneces-

sary.

This item was omitted from the ruestionnaire sent
to the rest of the homeroom teachers of the state, The
questionnaire appearing in the appendix is the revised one.

As the High school Principals Association in 1934
had(65)recammended one teacher to fifty or fewer students
in the counseling units, schools of 200 students
could
have boon taken an the starting point of this
study, but
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since that linitation roe l

have left only sixte-teo

schools to be studied instead of 120, out of a total of
260 hirh schools in the state, the division was nude at
schools huvine five or nore teachers.

Because Portland has n seecial "visiting teacher"
sycton, eortland hith schools Imre not included in the
survey. Hall, in the Phi Delta Kappan says:

The visiting teacher department of Portland,
ureron, Public schools carries on a rather typical
program but is responsible for social service
activities with ail the children referred to the
Child Guidance Ainic, which is sunported in the
mein by the Board of Education.
(32:354)
As such data as possible was taken fron the State
nigh School Directoryi66)
schools.

Reply cards -ewe sent to 120

one returned the cards saying that they had no

homerooms.

Those who cave the number of homerooms received

':h .t number of Tuestionnaires as eell as one for the princi-

Dal himself.

A letter accompanied these, explaining the

study and inviting any who had special guidance problems
to describe theme

Fourteen lett re eeee receive f,,.

120 schools eighty-three eee cert. reeliede

Of the

Several inter-

views and telephone calls mere necessary to bring the
number of answers eo eirety-nine.

Some of the lareer schools replied that they had
been busy

-eroerams and changing curricula
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for the Increasinr enrollments so that puidance had been

Severalfrom sheer

incidental, possibly accidental.

necessity of adninistration, have orcanized a suitable

They

setups but have worked out no homeroom prograns.

have a rather unsatisfactory study hall-activity period
combination.

Some said that since their homeroom plan

never had bcan much more than a roll room and study hall,
it vas dropped as unessential.

Distribution of Schools with Five 01- Noie 2eachers

---lit=iutfErC1Per
reDortir,26SAT_
cent

Class

schools

Class 1

25

Class)

5

24

96

_100

Union and
_count'?

Total in
this study

_

12Q

8

-132

The Importance of considering the class of scLool
lies in the fact that res)onsibility for counseling in
Oref7m

its the priacipals.(67)

The class of school

depends on the size of the systems for vtich the administrators are rennonsible.

Because the size of the high

school and the class are not necessarily the same, the
school enrollment trill be considere

next.

Since

the class or the school does tell us something of the
amount of responsibility of the principal, it should be
noted here that the best ter cent reply is from the Class
1 and Class 3 schools.

That may near- that schools of

Class 2 have the busiest administrators.

As the size of the union and county high school
range in enrollments fron forty-four to 700, the seventysix per cent reply, frog that group probably tell nothing

about any particular size school.

A little more than half of Class 1 schools have
homerooms as shown in the table below.

That fact may

indicate that homerooms are more necessary in the larror
schools.

In tho other groups slightly over half do not

have homerooms.
TABLE 11

Class of
Crass
school

GMEIHNI

chool and Type of Program Compared

FMRng
haneroomn
Yes
Vo

answered

11

4 ;SZ
Class

0

Union ant_._

Lao

oral
schools

s

20
4-Fr

25

-474C-
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f

the tenty-one that did not answer, fourteen

were union or county high schools whose enrollment ranges
from forty-four to 700 students.

The table, of enroll-

ments distribution of answers, will show ';Jlere is-orobably
no significance ',As the tact that most of the schools not

rePorting were union high schools.

Since the enrollment of the high school is nore
pertinent to the question of homerooms, the table below
will show the distribution of answers with and without
hameroons compared by size of hi ,h school.

Table III shows that nore than half the schools of
this rroup with five or more teachers have less than 250
enrollment.

Thiry-five of the fifty-tve schools vitt.

less than 250 enrollment have no :%omeroans.

Of the twenty-

one that did not report at all, thirteen mere fro
group.

this

4.0

TABLE III

School Frequency by Znrollments
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Of the fifty-four scho:as having five or nor°
teachers and more than 250 enrollment, there are only

seventeen that rePorted no homeroom and only eight that
made no report at all.

Of the 120 schools, forty -three

cent do not have and forty per cent do have, homerooms,

and seventeen per cent did not answer at all,

Of the

forty-seven schools that rePorted homerooms, thirty-eirht
reporteC: the nature of their program of activities an

requested in the questionnaire.
Administrative ;.,tatures

Times of meetinj per wee!.,, leLgth of I)eriod, time

of day meetings are held, number of homerooms per school
are the administrative details and are shown in the
following tables.

TABLE IV

Frequency of Keetinn
Times per week
meeting of homeroom.

'Yrecuenc

1

2

er cent

z

13

32
22

The tendency for frellemey of homer.00m meetings is
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touard once a wei k..

careful check of the questionnaires

shorts that those homerooms meeting every day have the

tendency to call a study period a "homeroom- period.

It

is good to have the same place for a study period, but the
significant thiing here is that no progrm of activities is

reporte

for most of these that meet every day.
in Table IV, "Frequency of Mooting,

ns five tines

a mak, should rot be confused with the frequency of mine,
which means the number of schools that neet five times a
week.

_ABLE V
Length of Honeroor. eeriod

}mutes per homeroom neriod

Frequency

0 - 9

0

10 - 1

16

- 39

4

40 - 49

3

50 - 59

3

60 - up

26

itis indicates that there are six others, -Iossibly

ten, havirr a full period of a little less than a clocl:
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hour besides the Umnty-six that have one hour each reel:.
Thirty-foar schools have less than 30 minute periods and
thirty --sic have more than thirty

the 36 that

have more than 30 minutes, 26 have a full hour.

he modal

period is upward of an hour.
6pecial classes that give one period a weaz,k for the

homeroom program are as follows:
TABLE VI
Special Classes '_;ometimes Used az Homerooms

social science and social living

4

Remedial reading

1

Enrilish and 7lublic enea'Anp

3

In ?able VI the special classes used as homerooms

are included in the number reporte

as homerooms. AU

list of special classes nears that once a reek a regular
class gives the time to homeroom activities.

This is

mentioned here 'because it is suggestive of what others

could do who report no place for horerooms.

Those four social science, one remedial, and three
English classes arc very similar to some organized classes
in the :anaular or

no homerooms.

of some schools that reported

Representatives are sent to the student

council and rfalort back to their groups.

L. B. Johnson,
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Principal of -laigeno Turn School, (39) has written in

r 'ay,

1940, Cloar#1,11 Louse, "What, Lo home RCOM44-i" in which he

explains that they do the wort: of a horeroon unde::' another

name.

Six schools renortinc no hozneroors have this

arrancement.

Only the schools c7-7)letiL7 the euestimnaires arc
indicated' in Table VII.

Number of Noneroor r.eetings and 'ALSO of Day :'or !!eetinr

Part of

da

1 per 2 per

week week

3 ler
week

4 7or

5 1,er

wee:::

ueek

"lettals

Beginninc
of school
day

26

0

0

0

49

75

Just
before
noon

35

1

0

0

12

43

Alrinc
noon

0

o

,)

17

7

Just
after
noon

After
classes

27

11

1

1

V

48

3

C

G,

0

1

2

0

0

15

30

etween
2f.%3 period

15

Between
5',6 Period

Totals

1, z

2

0

0

121

14

1

1

1')

142

279
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For those riecting once a veek, "just before noon"

is the most frequent with thirty-five.

"Beginning of

school" and "just after noon' tie for the second place
with 26 and 27 each.

For those meeting every day, "begin-

ning of school" and "just after noon," have 49 and 48
respectively.

he totals show e8 t%!ust after noon,"

"beginnimg of school day," 4.8 "just before noon,"

"between periods two and three,"
and six,"

75

30

19 "between periods five

17 "during noon hour," and two "after classes."

Although once a week has thirty-five, the rreatest

number just before noon, those meting five time a week
have the greatest number the first thin7 in the rernin
and the fir3t thinr, in the afternoon with fw.ty-nine and

forty-eight respectively.

These two tines in the day

have nearly an equal rating for the once-a-lieek groups

with twenty-six and twenty-seven respectively.
of other times of day was probably
condition in the school or curriculuy.

The choice

to some particular
?or example, some

schools that bring large numbers of students is

on busses

have to plan their activities all in school time.

One

school has the lunch hour for boys and girls at different
tines in order to get time for the glee clubs.

For

examPlc, while the boys eat, the girls are having glee
club.

ment.

Thus other activities must fit into this arrange-
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In addition to the seventy-five groups meeting at
the berinrinF of schoal, forty- eight just before noon,

seventeen during the noon hour, eighty-eirht just after
noon, two after classes are over, thirty between Periods
two and three, and nineteen between. Periods five and sir,
there are the groups that are called hec.:eorlms in the

first report that really arc classified as roll rooms or

study grouns, etc as shoun In Table VIII.
The numbers in Table IV are by schools; those in
VII are by homerooms,

Prom this point on, in the report

or the study, nest tabula .ions arc by homerooms,

The

variety in the nature of the programs mikes it core valuable that way than by a composite report for oach school
as vas used in the first tables.

As there are forty-seven

schools having homerooms, when totals are higher than that
it means by ho.-erocens.

able VII gives the number of grak:ps meetin

week and the time of day that they meet.

each

In nakinr this

report consistent where a composite report had been sent
in for a school, the number of homeroons in that systen

wns us& to compute the total number of r7roup meetings as
given in Table VII.

This table does not include the schools that failed
to chech the items relating to their program but wrote

hat they had.

Table VIII gives these.
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IABLE. VIII

Varieties of Groups Galled Eomerooms

..

110.01.......1.0.0.
Listed in

able VII

11.111%.

279 have same program

Roll rooms only

4) reported as homerooms

Class organization

10 reported as homerooms

Andy roam for certain group
3

rhen 7 )% in activity)

Teliminary report

109 no blanks filled

In first report but changed
to "no homerooms"
Total
MIN11011
;'his table

re-,orted as aomeroorts

17 probably roll ro,ms

7rcalled houerooms in the
re_port of 47 Schools

that of the total groui)s, 502,

first reported in the forty-seven schools as homerooms,
only 279 have some program.

In other words, organization

is not tho present problem in Oregon high schools.
With one 'lore table shoving the number of homerooms

-er school, the rest of the tables vill be using reports
by homeroom teachers for each grow) ratter than bs. schools.

TABLE IX
Number of 7..tomer000.2 pet' School

Frequency

Eomerooms ;ler school

-;:?er cent

1

16

2 - 14.

13

5 -25

2

28

Over 2

4

100

47

The number of homerooms depends more on the enrollment thnn on anything elst:.

'fie/wavers the follevring tabl

will show that there are also other factors.
TABLE X
Number Lomes Represented in S'row?

Size of homeroomr.

tenuency

Bel ow 10
10 -

Per cent.

2

2

10

10

)0 -'12
I n

..

60 - u9

Total teachers repertinc

100

1
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The seven eith groues 40 to 70 are schools reporting
one hemmer!: for the ere'Are student body.
ing twenty to forty revab-er eighty-one.

Ale groups hav-

eince only 100

reported on this item the table shows the central tendency
to be about thirty.

shown in Table

The size of school room groups as

reveals t wide range.

.-a.rt of this is

due to adding to the group year by year froe the freshman
class, so that although a teacher follows the see student
the full high school course the 7eersonnel will chance some-

what each yearmith some graduating teld see added from
the incoming °lase.

3ome believe that this methed nrovides

better situation for rapid orientetion of new stedente.The schoole that are .Mist beginning this system have not

built their groups up to the mamieue number which they will
have when all classes are repreeented in their homeroom
group.

ale is one rey to begin email enough for the

teachers to bccone faeiliar with courseling nractices to
tai :.e care of the group as It eradually becomes lareer.

This is similar to the family idea for six-year
high schools advocated by

Lintz,(36) in Ohio, describee

on page 30.

Ale reseoncibillAy for the honeroom nropram

as shown in

able XI rests :neatly with the homeeo m teacher

working with the principals,
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Guidance :chases

The next two tables have dual application which are
administration and guidance,

Table XI deals with responsi-

bility for homeroon programs and 7able Ali deals with the
reasons given by teachers for havinc harieroors.

MALE XI
Who is Responsible for the Homeroom iTopram?

Those resmonsiblc

Homeroa

Frecuencv

2er pent

33

32

each hwleroon teacher

22

21

2rincinal

17

15

Committee of teacher's

11

1

teacher work in_

Committee of principal

mith principal

tenchers

11

Roon hour activity committee of
students and teacher spervisor

4

3

Principal and student council

3

2

Supervisor of homerooms

3

Guidance teacher

2

1

;hector of activity DropTam
The nunter, 3, indicating student council responsibility is low.

The comittec of teachers with the princi-

pal, 11, though hit,:Ler, is lor,

k word of nrnir

from
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;,.omeroom Activities," by Good, is fittinr

In a few schools the homeroom progran has
been abandoned for no other reason than the
of direction and guidance, (28:12)

TAME XII
Teachers' Reasons for Having homerooms
11111111.1111110M.Y..101MOINO,

seasons

.111.1.0111001.4111.701111.1.0.-WWOWSMIOWPWOM.D440LIIMIY

Reeuired

eer cert

5

To make provision for study room
To provide activity period
To steeply eounseline and guidance

To promote intra-mural interests
To cT,.eck roll and rive announcements

o net students to participate in
school affairs

27
,

le
5

16

30

To *provide opportunities for discussion

To improve individuals socially

16

17
1

16

9

For class neetines

6

3

To give students feeling of security

5

3

Io got students to react to school
affeire
on't knew the reeson

1

10

There is c large emir) uncerteir about the reason
for having homerooms.

--one inadequate reasons are: five,

because it is required; twenty-seven, to make erovision

for study room; twenty-eight, to 7)rovide activity period;

sixteen, to check roll and give announcements.

Ore -half

of the reasons may be considered -or.
Couple this fact with that of the teachers having
considerable responsibility, as shown in ,able XI, for the
harmeroon activities and one need is very apparent; namely,

that the teachers should study the subject with real
Professional attitude.

_,11 the reasons for havinr hone-

reorz as here giver that have nny guidance functions at all
total only 54 per cent of the reasons shoun in ;:'able XII.

Reasons for having homerooms were written on the
questionnaire by the teachers.

his was not a chock item.

It seems significant that no one suggested that it rns a
democratic unit of administration.

It might be an Interest-

ing study to find out students' reactions to the hamero.om
programs.

This has a close connection with the next, '2abla

XIII, the reasons for visits.

Teachers with little concern

for the students* guidance have little appreciation of the
value of hone visits.
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Reasons for Visits

Frer7uenc7

canons for visits
Before units of wer::

4

21

Discover cause of failing

4

6

22

Get assistance fol'

3

8

23

11

3

20

zietwn causes

Aid studert to make adjustment
Other reasons
Pro note better citizenship
Get acquainted with lnrents
Find causes of absence
denocrle7 ir. school

1
1
1
1

The table reads that t ur sonetimes visit before

units of work, for visits hire then than other tines, and
twenty-one never visit hone to ;clan units of work.

second item is etnilar in number.

The

lour sonetimezi visit to

discover car Ac of fatliner wor , six visit for this reason
:y=ore than any other, and terentyi-two none for tills reason,

7: ore visiting it done to cet assistance for removinr- 'known

causes of failin7 work, but this number, cir'ht, is not
high.

lie highest number for any sinple re-.son giver "to

aid student to nake a&lustment" checked by only eleven and
they indicated that this rns 7,nly ,ertially the reason.
:his table prirtially

w!-Iy so mlny. grovls
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in Table VIII have no activity Nog ram.

:Ichool affairs

are half the reasons and 'Oases of guidance or inC;_ividual

direct nersonel benefit are less than forty per eent.
;to part of that 21an suu:eated as the nerest feature of guidance as far as :;regon is concerned is the hone
visiting.

''he number is shown by he Aible XIV.

TABLE XIV
Rome Visitinr of Bemeroom vac hers
.11/10110.0.1111.11110,*

EgapttoLyisits made
Pion°

75

"Few47- 10

11 - 50

10

51 - 100

101 - 200

4

..rs..*/

1.

As the number of hone visits alrost corresponded to
the nurber

forner

visits made, it. Iles not necessary to nut the

in the table.

Since there were tre visits to the

sane home in one year in only four cases, since seventyfive teachers reported not visitinr at all, and since the
mcdinn for the rensininr forty is only three visits, this
entire iter. is sicnificantly lov!.

3ince there were Orly eirhteen homeroon teachers
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reportinr more than ton visits, and seventy -.five teachers
re.2ortinr none at ell, one nirht ex7)ect to find rrom ad-

rinistretors what other individuals are visiting, if it L:
being: done.

'2wenty-four administrators answer as follows:
rw
2:1;

Administraor's

Ports of Visits

411.1.M.MINMIMI...1110.**.
MAOYIP/11.0111.101

2rincipals

4

Vocational teachers

4

.vrincipal and vocational teachers

6

Wiens

6

Health teachers

2

Others (commercial 1$ matImiatiels 1)

4

P,ceording to the State Sunervisor Of Homenaldnf7,

renorts ore nede on hone visits br the
of the state.

banorr2:in,

teachers,

For thirty-one schools receivinr state

oncy for vocational teachinr, one condition is that they
do home visiting..

Ance this table short only ten princi-

pals reportlnr that they have homenekinr end razriculture
teachers making visits, it shows, not that there are no
hone visits rude, but that the 7,eonle answerinr the home-

room quo tionraires Imew little or nothinr or

hat mar

being done.

it my or may not mean that other teachers as

well as voeational teachers might be doing more than was
reportecl.

::Alt it does indicate 11-Ale or no connection

with homeroom plans*

The four having most visits reported

were homema%ing teachers, as well as homeroom. teachers.

ho following illustrates tame of the value of home visiting.
):se teacher had been chosen junior class adviser.

Havia7 decided to visit in the homes of her group as fast
as excuses came uP, she found reasons, such as, Planning
for the class play, or other elasu functions, easy steps
leading into general school affairs and specific things
incident to the particular child.

One boy in that class

apparently not nixing with the rest of the group, taking

very little interest in school work, ms called a "ne'erdo-well" by a teacher who had known him for sore tine.

Instead of going to his parents and asking why he was
doing such poor work in school, this new teacher planned
a class party tit her own home, went to his home and stated
that as class advisor she wanted to bet acquainteci with

all the parents and was going to call on the parents of
each member of th-: class.
what has "S"' doneY'

The first res.:)onse was, 'Tow

When fully assure4, that there was

nothing wrong but that a party was being Planned, and if
the mother wishe' to furnish something she could, the
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nether offered z large cake and then told how she had

never been asked to serve at P.T.A.

As teachers hnd never

visite' them before, she had suoposed teachers were too
good.

It 1ms then discovered that the boy was taldng fly-

ing /essans evenings and Saturdays, and was eager to talk
on that subject.
football.

:11s folks had not allowed hi : to play

e thought he was ostracized by the students.

When geometry, the subject he was nearly fallinc In, was

related to Ma heart's delight - airplanes - it gained new
life and el nest becane a new subjeet.

As his hark imorove, grades were better.
parents became very haopiy.

ihe

They started coming out to

school affairs, auch as ball games, plays, 4.T.A., etc.

That spring this pupil's father umpired most of the local
baseball games of the h1,7h school and S. became one of the

indespensablc players.

In 2nglish vhen the class

7:riting ori7tna/ :An's, he wrote a most interesting airw-

plane story.

He had a few dates l'Ith class mates and had

proved to be an efficient electrician an.; ,Jtae manaer for
the class play.

At first ths Tsicture given this teacher

was that S. was not d,)pendable and entirely uninterested

in school work.

Because she was unwilling to fail ht a and

lot the matter drop, an interest in his life NIms discovered

1 visiting in `'is home.
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In the matter of keeping records, half the teachers
answers._ that infer:lett= about students is kept informally.

Lhe other hail' said that records were not kept

Informally utich night nean that they are not kept at all
or are kept fern ally,

Ale next question about homeroom

teachers keeping individual folders, nearly half did not

report at all; forty-four said, Mo."

A few specified

that the main office kept the folders.

.he principals

reportod(78) that eighty-six ner cot of the schools have
Some form of cumulative. records.

rrom the report of the

teachers it appearc the hateroom teachers are not making
much use of them.

the next itam* "Other 6oureee of Information,"
is seen tho chief dependenee of homeroom teachers.

cit,

since so little use is being made of cumulative records,
getting the information appears mono im:portant than using
Wit.

1:ctice 1r the net table that although beooming
acquainted with the pupil and learning his family history
are stressed as major aims for, homeroom programs Sn recent
literature, the State of 3regon seems to depend mostly on
conduct, marks, and conferences.

Conduct may be a god source of informatior about
students, but it is only the starting point as far as
guidance is concerned.
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XVI

source of Information about 3tudents

,4uestionnaires

47

Conferences
::;arks
9;"'

Conduct

102

Visits in homes

23

.Aandardizod tests

47

Since this is the rclort of the haneroam teachers,
tho iten

conference" nay moan

with other teachers,

as

in the faculty meetincs or any vith others who nay "talk
about

the students rather than conferences with the

students.
The number usinr7 standardizet tests seems low

considerinc the number of people that had a chance to
answer this.

In Table ;SII, same schools named the stand-

ardized tests usc(1.
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TABLY:

Standardized :ests Used

Lame of test

Hreauenc

A.nbt

3

Euhlnan and Anderson

5

Pressey iiagnostic 1Mglish Tests

6

Otis Self-:,dninistcring Test of Mental Ability

Terman Croup Test of Mental Ability

11

4

Anter Advanced Intelligence Test
Vational Intelligence

est

1

Metropolitan .chievament Test

1

Stnrford -chievement 'Zest

2

Public School :chievoment Test

1

Iowa Reeding Test

1

Unidentified Tests

11

There must surely be many more standardized tests
being used.

Wt, again, this does indicate the slight

use, by homeroom teachers, that is being node of possible
available naterial.

Very rev individual tests are given.

ure17- not enough of any kind.

The next phase, of hot; ruidance fits the homeroom

orranization, or what in the connection between puldanee
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and the homeroom organization is the method of interviven*
Ale important thing to notice in

XVIII is the colunn

nomilar."
The largest item with failing students, includes
only about one-third of the teachers renorting.

This nay

mean there are few failing students or that there is little
concern of homeroom teachers*

Since narks and conduct rank

high in the sources of information about students, it may
be true that little or nothing is being done about it,
though informstior is available*

At least those who do

little, 42, or none, 4, nearly equal the number of those

who are regular in interviem,

Some "guidance conscious-

ness" is shown by "sone" in high numbers concerned with
guidance, discipline, directing activities, conducted in
school time,

Since only thirteen regularly hold intervie w! with
students, the "conference" mentioned in Table XVI must have

meant teachers' meetings were the sources of information
about students,

With only forty-seven using questionnaires to gain
information about students (Table XVI) and with so nearly
no one visiting, in homes, (Table XIV) reports on interviews

as sources of information about students become even more
important, but out of 1.

teachers only thirteen regularly

interview all student e, forty-eit7ht regularly visit failing

students, and no on, as indicated in. Table XVIII.

TABLE XVIII
Report of Interviews

11.

.01101110.0111.1.

old with students

ath failing students

13

55

15

4-

42

4

1

11

39

ir:

30

18

12

36

8

5

5t)

5

14

60

5

0

36

21

63

-I

Scheduled in main office
)cheduled by eounseloz.

Source of data on students
Outgrowth of classuork
Conducted in school time
Conducted at noon

Go coaxed in guidance

,..

Concerned with discipline

2

63

4

Personal

1

66

is-

Directinf Activities

4

52

3

Durinr activity

8

37

16

Sone. teachers rrote into the questionnaire certain

activities in which interviews are held.
included in the last

The amount is

The activities named arc as

follows: Caesar club 2, home economics club 2, gymnasium

class meetings 2, homeroom Period 2, drama rehearsal 1,
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physical education 1, activity period g, music 2, club
meetings 4, and journalism 2.
The three devices mentioned in Chapter 11, pace 33,
tlindividua/ conferences, home visits, and interesting

educational progronor are three major emphases of this
study.

Aetivity Phases

The folloving tables show the activities of home-

rows that describes the nature of their progrars.

A

quotation from Ross seems a suitable introduction to the
next two tables.

During the presentation of the program the
teacher should retire into the background as
ruch as possible, but should be cver alert to
sec that the rogrmm is presented in such a
way tiAat it is interesting, valuable, and
keeps reasonably close to the planned outline.
Alere should be u maxi=um of pupil activity
both IL Preparation and presantation.
(71:26)
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Student Planned Activity

st.et3v tics

nlanned bLatudents

ames, locreation, Parties, Picnics, :,Euvuiets

37

.Programs, Plays, Assemblies, Elisio

27

Sales, Contests, Rallies, Carnivals

13

Clubs, lobbies, Displays

11

School problems, Leagues, ?ublicutioris

Discussions

5

The teachers

to list student planned activities

and what art they consumed of the whole program.

ALirty-

seven listed games, parties, picnics, banquets, or receation; tzlenty-seven gave programs, plays, assemblies,
or 7nusic.

Sales, contests, rallies, or carnivals were

listed by thirteen.

Approxinately two-thirds I7ere concern-

ed 'Atli some type of recreation and one-third with school
functions.

The amount is listed in Table XX.

The Der cent indicated by the bars renresents the
schools that have the an.:11nt of activity listed with the

bars.

Tables XX, XXII, XIIV, XZNI,

XXX, XXXI,

XXVIItt XXIX,

and 1CXXIV are made up in this manner.

The bars following each, of the activit:, tables gives the
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per cent of Programs of that ;And as well az the per cent
of schools having that much.

TABLE XX
Per Cent Pro exam Student Planned

Frenuencv
7
14
5

15

12
7

Amount

.11-

0

2C6

core

75 1-100

12
23

5')
25 A-50 ,

-25
1 "10

1111111111111011111111111111111M1

25
20
12

11/31ENOVNIMINOWZratitefaili

The activities planned by students and the next list,
those directed by text, arcs in a sense alike, for it is

the student reaction to raterialc sugeeste

in texts that

cive any guidance aspect to l'ais part of the work,

An

understanding teacher can une sucgestions of texts at
tines needed.

For instance, dralpatizations might take

care, in a legitimate way, of a student who wants to show
off,

then the social program and the guidance program

join in the homeroom, probably more guidance texts will

find e place in this important part of the school structure.

Koos and Kefauver say:

The homeroom is an important part of the
internal structure of the school where the social
nrogram and the ruidance program join, !:atters
of discipline and social conduct of individual
students
in more or less systmeatized
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social life in the school are fostered in the
honeroon.
/6 :55C )
Texts fitting into this idea are available for
honerooms.

Only tventy-five report the use oi* any. Only

two have real guidance lessons.

The other four are really

activities that are sugrested by so e text almost accidentally having guidance functions.

TABU XXI
ketivities Directed by :ext hared

110.ext

Freguenv

"Guidance Lessons" by Endicott

Academic Subject Audy

8

Dramatizations

7

.4peach and Ladio

5

?met A.scussions

3

"One Hundred r.:uidance Lessons'"

1

Only two mention a special text to direct activities.

Ath twenty-three surgestinr some ruldanco activities
directed by regular texts, only tug nt7.-four per cent of

those few that reported have mc,re than fifty per cent of

their prorram directed by text.

'y aeademic_subjects are

meant elPcles in o:71entatian or vocational education

that have become a regular nart of the course of study.
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'able XXII contairs bars showine the limited extent
texts are used.

TABLEiXXII
Per c;ent of Activities lirected by Text

.14.

Inal-m1111:2.-U---zia-_Jal30;
5
75 ,-100,4 aum.a.m.
3
50751 sommimpa
6

25;;-504
15-25i.

12

le-IXL

l'er cent
...............

15
9

1S
35

ommumminummio

S
'Tone*
amemisesseramairma
011010111110111.10.0.111141MOMMIMEM

23

This means that fifty-et-ht per cent of

schools

report twenty-five per cent or less of their honeroon
activities arc directed by texts.

Closely allied with

activities directed by texts are those directed by work
books.

unly ten are named.

XXIII.

Tventy-four checked some amount (Table XXIV) but

These are named in Table

only named the one used.

TABL Da II
Name of Work Books
11101111114.

"The Thinker"

5

"Labratory Method ..;nclish"

3

Pjmed by tea cl:er o

rinciml

.01.20

6,1

Supervised study may be the activity connected with
these work books,

:he two that are planned by teacher or

princinal are :ore likely to have some definite connection
with the immediate school orientation,

The other two,

though regular work books in courses in the curriculum,
do have ctuicanoe value as far as the individual is concernee.,

The twenty-four who gave =aunt of homerocr: pror:ram
directe

by work book bIA do not n, rye the book nay mean

sanervIsed study,

':he eight er cent that gave the amount

as "mostly" probably do.

one conferences nth princi?pale

indicate that fact.
Ance few of the homeroo7,-. ,c.orted on this, it

seems to have little significance, even though half of
them have less than twent7-flve per cent,

This norative

way shows the fact that often appears in this study; that
the or? nitration is ready for same definite nropram nr

activity.

TABLE XXXV
Directed by Work Book

re, ;ueney fount
7

oA

loiL. 2O$ jo% 4o:

11111111111111Y

I ,-25%
3
2 ,..

:7'5

-50%

"!iost17"

11110111111.1111111

_____
,.L.....f.,......._

Per cent
30
0
12
8
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a le

S. 'IV shoes that two teachers, or eight per cent

of t:A3se answerinr, answered nmostly," but the ei,7hty per

cent of the schools do not use work books more than twenty*
five per cent of the homeroom program.
It vas the conmon supposition amonp! the principals
interviere

that this study would show the routine business

of cbcckinr roll and
ness of homerooms.

akin

announcements the chief busi-

But according to the newt table only

fifteen of the homeroom teachers named this activity.

?he

amount is named in Table XXVI.

The weakness revealed is that this unit of administration is not being used to a very great extent in student
body business.
TABLE XXV

Routine Activities Famed

Class meetings

16

Check roll, make announcements

15

Club elections

12

A.cl!'et sales

6

:student council business

5

Ascussion of student business

5

These activities did not take over fifty per cent of
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any homeroom -vogramo (Table XXVI)
rooms had ten Per cent or less.

Over half the home-

It nay also mean that

student business is taker care of in sone other fashion,
probably less democratic.

Pretwellts(27) way is outlined

in Chapter II, page 21.

'ZABLE 101
:Per Gent of Program T3usiness

.4 'utine

10
Fronuoi___Wimount
0`;

4
31

204;

"Some"
10% or less

19
6

0-;

50(;;

Per cent
7
52

enftvgcalt==.ome

31
10

25::;-50%

=0011.1111111011100111..Malibe

Only half of the homeroom teachers filling out the

questionnaire attempted any estimate of the part of their
programs

-.iven to business routine.

The part of the program observing special days
included the activities connected with Christmas.

Pre-

paration and presentation of a program Txts named by
slightly under throe-fourths of those naning the amount
of tine spent according to Table XXVII.

Distribution of

liristmas baskets vas a na3.or project in two schools.
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TABLE
How t -.11ch of Program ...;pent Observing Special Dye?

Dm, Lassy;trtount

10;

20

30f

4

Per cent
0111114.01.00ef..1104

1
20

'Tone"Samew

6
33

Li) to 10..

40

6

11
10

5

Half the hop rooms did not check this iter at all.
::;lihtly over three-fourths have ter per cent or less.

Apparently special days are not a strong determining
factor in makinr homeroom plans.

Althoueh vocational guidance has received the major
emphasis in guidance discussions and practicea according
to the re-Ports of the High School.

Associetion

(65), thirty-seven of the twenty-seven that checked this

item say none of it has any connection with hceieroon programs.

It would appear that the guidance aspect of home-

rooms are not apparent or at least appreciated by the
homeroom teachers.

his 13 one of the problems relating

to homeroom organization that Brand(65) reporte0, saying:

The opportunitico of the plan are not often
appreciated by the advisers.
(65:51' )
Eighty-seven per cent of homerooms reporting have
ten per cent, or less, of vocational guidance and. only
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one school reported ovur twenty.five per cent of homeroom
-Yrorrans concerned with vocational ruidance.

TABLE XCVIII

Vocational Guidance

an-**MMOnw+....we.

?reuency

Amolant

20.;

Ct:;!

3O

Per

40,!.,

cent

0111.111.10101111.110..

10
12

'Tone"

37

it

10c; or leas
10'..25%

1

Above 25%

44
15
4

...1111
Other phascs of guidance ac De-sonel interview and

personal lroblon discussions also have no one reportine
more than twenty-five per cent.

In Table ';XL over three-fourths have five

er cent

or less, and -able XXX eirlity-tvo per cent report one-

tenth or lees of the progrars concerned with personal ruid-

ence in the two vays named in the next two table.
TABLE XXIX
1-ersonal Intervieum

10

9Quenez,Tziount

2O

-.1111,..11.00re.......

3

14
11

liono"
"Some"

54 or loss
1025':;

40;
z'er

=hi=

..-4=1:2

30

24
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These two tables show there is even less 'lersonal

guidance than vocational guidance.
PART.E MCC

Personal Problem Discussions

11111101111111110

3O

.motet

Prequency

01,

Per cent

ilomMININIIMPIP1111.1.1

2 4

"Some"
10% or loss

.4,11/...11/.....

10.29,4

'7
1

-.t.," ge,

22
60
le

14./.Iarroamorwavemearirwartaarlewaxerrmaormarnmeo.

A few less than half the homerooms filling quectionnoires checked this iter at all.

The report of the 1940 high School Principels

kssociatior gave one of the problems relating to hmeroom
organization that social activities are liable to over- -

balance serious discussions.

In this study only half

the homerooms checked any anount at all.

Only ten per

cent raid over one-fuurth of their program was concerned
with socials and entertainments.

Table XII, activities

planned by the students, shows three-fourths ox the
schools namin;. socials and entertainments.

But accord -

ing to t'-e following table the amount does not seem
e::ces:Ave.
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TABLE :Cal
3ocials and :;ntertainments

F erquency
21
16
13

Amount

0.112L22i22142L.ft.r_gmt

"3ore"

37
30
23

10:'. or less

10":m25:::)

2 5:/.50..;

aumomaralmammomus

lo

arausamme

Another phases of social activities in the noonhour activities.

This is one place the homeroom con-

nects best with the activity program of the schaol.
activities nanpd were intra-muralr 13,

in

The

pony and

table frames S, Physical education department 4, play

nractice 3, slides and pictures 2,

Only twelve homeroom

teachers have anythAng to do with noon activities.

Table XXXII shows the amount of their procrans
they use this way,
TABLE XXXII

Procran of ioon-hour Activity

Irreiucro"

Amount

4

"None"

-

O

10, ILL.11,1_42i._ A-cr cent

4
6
2

5,;"10

amemoreaumiesommfar

Ism

12

Me-half of these have five Per cent or less, none
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no over one-fourth.

The next table is concerned with the number using,

and the amount of program concerned with, the discussion
of school problems*

Although eighty-one

or cent have

less than a tenth of their pfrogram used this ray, 7DTV go

over one-fourth for this activity than did for vocational
and personal guidance.

Probably these school problems do

not all pertain to educational guidance.

How to study

was named in another placo as the big school problem::.

;3chool forums are apparently not a very co .pan
practice of homeroou,s in Oregon.

TABLE XXXIii
School Problems Discussions

abolnmilim

.41

freouency Amount

Q;;

1,(X.;
Am.......emterroammilwoOmmodbAMINO

11
30
3

"Saner'

l&$ or less
2VD.50A

AININNINIIININININNFEresetanomate

aliMMOIMMINni

21
60
14
5

1111111.111111111

A comparison of the number discussing school problens with the number discussin

personal problems, shows

eighty-one per cent in the former, and ten per cent or
lc s: in the letter.

(nly one-fourth of schools reported an the iton

that presunably would be the chief interest of homerooms*
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TABLE =IV
What

Cent of Program to Check Eembers':

".:A*equersy.unt
6
4
23
2

1O

20.j; J05

40:.;

3r cent

"bone"
"Sons"

18
11
65
6

1C6X) or loss

10%-1Z

mum.

Only one-third of the horerooms reporting checked
this at all.

With eighteen per cent having none, and

ninety-four per cent having ten per cent or less there
does not warmer to be much confusion about hoc,croore and

roll rooms as some have suggested.

i/o one naiad nore

than fifteeL per cent of homeroom activity concerned this
way,

l'robably the ones that .could have nrirked this a

hirh per cent are those named in Table VIII while those
are from those named in Table VII.
Lc, one thinE named as the concern of homerooms

se

to dominate a very large number of homerooms or to

a very great extent in any one.
In relation to other phases of school

izandts

report(65) to the 1940 High School Principals Association

aaya five things are based on this study and could also
be repeated about the senior hich schools.

1. It is a flmctional unit in the student body
association.
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2. It is a convenient administrative unit,
3. It supplements vocational and educational
guidance of class ,iork.
4. It is the foundation for the interscholastic
athletic progran.
5. It is an immortant part of a broad activity
program.
(65:57)
But the per cent to which it is being used justifies the repetition of another statement of Erand's which
sus used here once before:
The opportunities of the plan are not often
anpreciatce by the advisers.
(65:58)
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eliAPTER IV
SULLLIARY AND COVCLUSIONS

Oregon nay not have rano very far in canitalizing
the homeroom ponsibillties it the direction of guidance
functionc.

Powever, it would seem from this study in

comparison with other studies in this state of a sinilar
nature that a productive growth and healthy develo7ereent

are evidenced.

Althouth the teachers have, in a lirAted

1 my only, seen the need, there is a growine sense of a

need for a broader activity program and a batter lastribution of guidance responsibility.

This study, to find out if Oregon high schools
ere organized in proeer units, and to discover the needs
of the Aron ent tine, was made in the high schonls having
five or Defeo teachers, Portland excepterl.

Using reply

cards and questionnaires, ciehty-three per cant of the
schools reporte4,

Of the schools with less than 200 er-

rollnent, the ratio of schools that have homeroome to
those that do not is eirht to fifteen, or a trifle over
ont-half.

In those with enrollment 17etween 200 and 50e,

the ratio is nieeteen to seventeen.

For schools above

500, the ratio is eiehteen to six, or three tires as many
have hoeerooms as do. not.

Amce most of the schools not havin7 homerooms
are the smaller schools, the chief reason for not having
such may be that they have not been needed as an administrative device, and that the guidance function has not
anpeared.

The hi02 schools of Oreron seem organized in the
proper units to capitalize the homeroom possibilities.

Four specific questions have been considered.
The first is concerned with the selection of croups.
The regular way is .;() use classes or divisions of classes

that are used in subject matter groups.

The use of

sections of social science classes is the cost !)Opuler.

3ome use sections of Ltglish classes since most of the
students tape Lnglish worms.

Th3 second question concerns the size of the grouPs.

This is nertly determined by the number of available
advisers.

In the small school where the principal has

all the guidance responsibility, the size of the group
depends on the enrollment, since all the students are in
ane homeroa.::,

In seven schools reportillg their respect-

ive homerooms, the entire student body made up a ho me-

rom group.

Zightp.one per cent of the croups reported

twenty to forty in their homerooms.

Of these vlare than

one-half had thirty to forty in each homroo7L,.

^:22x;

central tendency seems to be about thirty.

The not part of the question relatine to the best
time for meeting includes length of Period, meetings per

week, and the part of the day for meetings.
reported sixty minutes.

2wenty-six

Ten reported thirty to sixty

minutes, and ei7hteen reported trenty to thirty minutes.
resnect to tires per reek, the tendency seams '.4a be

tomrd once a reek.

?here seems to be a crowing tendeney

to use the activity period once a weep: for hoeeroons.
Because of the schools that have not entirely separated
rollroom and honoroor, there is a tendency for raoe homeroom periods to be first in the morninE or first in the
afternoon,

'G or those meeting once a week just before

noon is nost zommon,

The last of these four nhases of being organized
in proper units is, that is the connection between the
hoeeroom unit and the broad activity period'?

In this

study only three mentioned student councils having any
responsibility for homerooms,

Althourh there appear to be only a fee student

councils based on haverow representation, some -erincipals have ins: ieete

a desire for sone such plan.

At this partieuler time rith hieh school teachers
so keenly alert to the need of incorporatinr as much
democracy as eoseible in the schools, not only for its

33.

present value to the students but also as a means of
teachinr: in the most -)etent manner the true meaning of

this such talked about tdomocracy7 homeroom offer the
answer.

Ugh school students resent dictatorship, Otudent
body councils made up of representatives from homerooms

and the officers elected by the student body offer the

best unit fora bread activity Progemm,

The homeroor

representative proper/7 ruided Prevents the resentnent
that comes from the teacher stepping in.
Another connection between this unit of °r-animation and a brow!. activity program is that if this home-

room meetinr held once a reek at the activity eeriod is
properly handled by student committees as well os other
student leaders, there will be a better chance of making
the activities belone, to everyone than is possible
where

teacher sponsors carry nest of the resnoneMlity of the

activities and rather vie with each other to enrk their

proram in and interest the certain few students that
al ways excel.

Yemping and usinr cumulative records is probably
the conrectirr lint. between individual needs and fitting

into varied school needs.

Althoueh duplications are

unwise it is better to have eon/3 records really functionlug though there is cone duplication than it is te have

el2

ono perfect sot which is not used.
In reasons given by teachers for having honerooms
only three Per cent mentioned

to promote intro -rural

interests,' only one per cent said "to provide oppor«
tunit7 for discussions,

but seventeen per cent did say

to get students to participate in school affairs.' Mite

er cent gave the reason "to

step

.y counseling and ruid-

ance
It is an alarming fact that teachers do not realize
the guiderce possibilities.

This fact and the one that

student planned activities" do not have a large port nap

emplain the seemine failure of homerooms in some schools
of this state,

As nov techniques are discovered and

passed on to others the homeroom idea vill

fTIDIV

in Oregon

as it has in other states.
In consideration of the need of homerooms at the

present time, a sunnary of the phases of activities has
been made.

;Audent planned activities, temts directe:2,

and 'work books directed each have the terdency to take

twenty-five per cen%, or less of the procra= of homeroor
activities.

tahe ten

Of each of the following the tendency is to

or cent, or loss; school business and routine,

observing special days, vocational rmidance, discussion
of school problems, discussion of personal problems, and
social and entertainments

The amount of student-planned activities in so low
that it scams to it

pert of the reason homerooms

are not having rore of the last six items showing ten per
cent or less.

Some principals interviemd have the idea

that homerooms are "good for junior high schools but

senior hIph school students have eutrroun
to do,"

bin

bold

hat

The trouble with that philosophy is that'success-

ful homerooms for senior hirh schools would delerate more

and more activities to student committees and teachers
would stay more in the bsecgroltnd.

To be the director fns toed of dictator in such a

large

actiTity as

'sill

require three things; personal interviews, visiting in
the homes, and using the available cumulstivo records in
the school.

:be central tendency, (77% in this case, is

five per cent or loss in .,,ersonel interviem.

five of thc homeroom teaohers do r
eighteen made more than ten. visits.

3eventy-

hone vlsitin.

'"nly

Tn the natter of

using systematic records, one-half the teachers re7^rt
that infornation on students is kept informally,

question of homeroom to

the

using individual rollers

nearly one-half did not re7)ort; forty...four

sei:;,

'no."

Only fortyseVon reoorted use of luestionnairos to get
informati,en on students.

as

filt4 in the office.

feu specified all information

course no Wholesale assigxnert of tasks to the
teachers would work out,

But noving slowly, qualifying

teachers for these new resnonsibilities, the general
assisnnent of resnonsibility in guidance work should be
a goal to work toward.
In respect to the Lnnortance of he

visit:ins, it

has boon noted tact two who were ha me economics teachers,

us well as hoerom teachers, rermrke
to the visits require

that in addition

ns hcce.makir-s teachers, to a year

tnr every student they have, they nakc one visit r year
as early in the sell' ol term as nossibls, to evers hone

represented in their homeroom croups,

his would loud

one to think that he sees value in it, if after the required &Taunt, they ro further.

Some peo"`lc arrue that

home -irking teachers should visit, but that it is not

only unnecessary but impossible to require or ex?ect other

teachers to visit in hoes.

Ts this not nssunins that all

we teach that ties into the homes' interest are the vocational sublectsi

If un ars net assuring that *Parents are

interested only in cookie; and sewinr and farminr, are we
not asstming that other thins If as mirth imnortanee, or

interest to gents arc tsusht ty reople havinr nore
Psychic irsipht to sue= abnut the peorle they teseh
aurely the vocational teachers have access to the same
tests, iseasss.onents,

tiestionnaires, narks, conducts, and

r

r

other means that repuIar teachers rely upon sufficiently
to inform them about the needs of the students.

It will not hangs all at once.

Put in other sta-

tes evietencc is accumulatinr proving the value of home
visits.

In our state vocational teachers voluntarily

visit in more homes than reeuired in their courses because
of ito values.

2rincipals can eet their teachers to study

Into this question.

When they are convince , and volun-

tarily take un the wnrk, necessary treining in tectinques

:All naturally be seneht.
Tore visiting should be a eooperative rovamert to
flconplish the most rmed.

Sone say it is impossible to

expect every toccher to visit in homes because all cannot
successfully do it.

Let us look again et home economies

teachers since they arc ell expected to do so.

From the

standpoint of salary obtained one look at the state directory shorr that neo771e are vil

teachers rare.

to pay the home

akin

If this higher salary is due to their being

core efficient and the ones who do not have what it takes
to contect perents are siftee out until it is necessary to
pay more, -ay not teacher...3 of other sublects look to the

home visitinr?

If homeroom teachers were chosen on the basis of
experience and proved ability to deal with people as well
as books; if honeroon divisions are made on the basis of

every student in some one group; could there be any more
economical administration of this function of the school
than through expectinr every homeroom teacher to visit
every hone In her hmleroori group?

Some trading or group-

ing with other teachers might oceassionally be advisable
for economy of effort, time, and money.
70ing one ate'," farther than expecting every home-

rom teacher to visit at least once a :rear each home
represented in the group, the writer surf:este that the
same should be expected of every' class sponsor if

advisers are chosen on that basis, and eaeh teacher of a
vuidanee section or social livint7 class where these are

used in place of honeroom rrau)s for representation on
the student council.

Each should contact every home re-

presente4 in his group.
There see nm to be potential organization for home-

rooms, and on awalzening consciousness of need of this

type of guidance.

Vocational education has le the
value of home visitinfl.

shoving the

Purther coodiratinr education,

other teachers shou/d have the same requirements in home
rinitinr.

At the present tine, lemocrac7 in being. ennhanizede
"2he present tine scams very opportune for a substantial

growth or homerooms in Oregon h1;11 schools both in number
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and quality, because of tLe attitudes o

the principals.

,:he increased requirerlent of hours for teaching

credentials and the Slyer offerings of the teacher training schools in studies of psycr.11ocy and student nature

as well as in activity programs indicate that teachers
yill be better prepared for home visiting and other home
activities.

Both Oregon State Collage and the University

of Oregon are offering courses in planning the activity
rogram of high schools.
ccoNmondations:
1. Alai; more teachers of Oregon hi :h schools continue

to study the subject of homerooms from a profcs-

sianal xint of vim:.
2. Zhat more democracy be practice4 in the high
schools
by using homeroorls as a broad foundation of
the

activity program and as the unit for rePresontation
o

the student council.

3. 'fhat each homeroom teacher visit in each
hone re-

presentee:.

in her group.

:'hat in hccle room activities more forums

be fAtted

around school situations.
5. That more Use be =Idc of Individual
:7ecords, using
student heir: in keeping activity records.
:'hat teachers having studied the underlying philoso-

phy of hczierocriz would adore the
responsibility

88
vith the nrincilal and share the activity dirsetinr, with the students.
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APPEE DICES

Appendix A

Copy of reply card.
Dear Sir:
In may study on guidance from the standpoint of
homerooms in high schools of Oregon, your school
has been chosen as representing a certain size or
type of school. In order that the sampling be adequate I am asking the schools that are willing to
cooperate in this survey to return the enclosed
card properly filled out.
Findings of the study will be made available.
A prompt reply will be appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

Marjorie B. Votaw

(Name of high school)

Are you willing to cooperate in the study of
guidance in the high schools of Oregon? Yes. No.
(Circle one)
How many homerooms in this school?
A personal letter from the principal will be appreciated if any problems of yours, or opinions of
trends or needs that should be included in this
study.

Send blanks for use in this school to:

Name
Address

Appendix B
Copy of letter to principals.

Jacksonville, Oregon
April 15, 1941
Dear Sir:

Since you have returned the card indicating a willingness to cooperate in the study of guidance through the
homerooms, I an here enclosing the balnaks for each of
your homeroom teachers as well as for yourself. Each
blank is to be unsigned and nailed separately.
Each may use the back of the blank for any additional
information where questions do not fit the situation.
The purpose of this study is to discover the practices
and trends in homerooms with reference to guidance in
the high schools of Oregon. We wish to discover the
most practical, desireablo, useable devices. A summary
be
to you.
The section marked "T" need not be filled out by the
administrator. The section narked "A" need not be
filled out by homeroom teachers.
A prompt return of the blank rill be appreciated.
Yours sincerely,

Marjorie B. Votaw
LEBvta

Appendix C

STUDY OF HOMROOMS fl OREGON
Times per week for homerooms?
Name of school
(Circle lengef. of time to describe your plan.)
0-9, 10-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60 up.
Underline the time of day that corresponds to your homeroom meeting.
During noon hour,
Beginning of school day,
Last period,
Just after noon,
Just before noon,
4 and 5,
Between. periods 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4,
5 and 6, 6 and 7.
Indicate "Most", "Part", or "None" for the following
If another reason
reasons that match home visiting
is prominent fill in sane below.
Before units of work to plan project.
To discover cause of failing work.
To get assistance to remove known causes of failing
work.
To aid students making difficult adjustments.
To

T. How many homes represented by your homeroom group?
How many homes do you visit per year?
How many hone visits per year?
of other teachIs information gained by home ViI
ers available to homeroom teachers and counselors?

A. How many homes visited by other than homeroom
teachers?
Ho; many home VI sits per teacher by
(Naze of nositionT
teacher?
Are records kept informally by homeroom teachers?
- informally by counselors and advisors?
- in individual folders for each student?
- concerning students activities outside of school?
- later checked with follow-up of graduates?
Circle sources of information about students:
Questionnaires, Conferences, Marks, Conduct,Visits
(Mention any other).
in hones, ;:itandardized tests,
(Name tests used)

Appendix C
Are interviews - (R, S, or N, for "Regular", "Some',
and "Never") .

Held with all students?
With failing students?
Scheduled by clerk in main office?
Scheduled by counselor?
Source of data on students?
Outgrowth of class work?
Conducted in school time'
Conducted during noon hour'
Conducted during some activity?
Name of same.
Concerned chiefly with guidance`
Directing activities'
Conce-ned with discipline problems?
Personal problems?
Describe the nature of your program by indicatini- per
cent of time in homeroom spent per week in the following:

Activities planned by students?
(Name same)

Activities directed by textbook?
0111116.111

Activities directed by workbook?
Ttla-raZ -goiTeT
Routine of organization and business?
(Fume SanerObservance special days, weeks, etc?...

itanIT
Vocational study?
1Wriat Plan is used ?)

Social and entertainment?

Minh anes?)
Check up members of group?
Personal interviews?

Personal problems discussions?
Discussion of school problems, as, "How to Study"?
Program of noonhour activities?

NOW

Nl

Use the back of this page to enlarge on your program
if you feel this questionnaire does not cover your situation.

Appendix C

Who is responsible for developing the homeroom program
in your school? Circle proper number:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Principal
Committee of teachers
Combination of 1 and 2
Homeroom teachers together
Each homeroom teacher
Homeroom teachers working with principal
Any other (Name same)

by do you have a homeroom program!?

